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 Rousseau's Second Discourse

 by Ulrich S. Allers

 Alittle over two hundred years ago there was published A Dis-
 course on a Subject Proposed by the Academy of Dijon:
 What is the Origin of Inequality Among Man, and is it

 Authorized by Natural Law?' The importance of this work has
 been indicated by Jean Jacques Rousseau himself. In the Con-
 fessions he stressed that all the "strong ideas" contained in the
 Social Contract were present in the Discourse on Inequality2 and
 earlier in the Letter to M. Beaumont he had stated that all his

 works contained the same principles, the same morality, and the
 same beliefs.3

 Indeed, the Discourse on Inequality holds a very special place
 within the context of the work of Rousseau. Here Rousseau sets

 forth his basic assumptions, his theory of man, of history, of society,
 and the principles of his understanding of Nature.4

 As Alfred Einstein has remarked, many composers succeed rel-
 atively early in their careers in writing some pieces of music which
 in a measure they never surpass, however great their further de-
 velopment. As examples he cites the third symphony of Beethoven
 and Mozart's piano concerto in E flat, k. 271.5 Rousseau's case is
 analogous. Although he presented his thoughts more explicitly in
 such later and larger works, as La nouvelle Heloise, Emile, Social
 Contract, he never again achieved the verve and the cogency which
 characterize the Discourse on Inequality.

 Recent literature dealing with Rousseau has succeeded in ex-
 pelling the long current notions that his work represents an affirma-

 1 Hereafter cited as Discourse on Inequality.
 2 Oeuvres complettes [sic] de J. J. Rousseau, Citoyen de Geneve (Nouvelle

 edition, XVIII, Paris, 1793). Confessions, Book IX, 120.
 3 Oeuvres complettes, op. cit., XXII, Lettre a M. de Beaumont, 53
 "J'ai 6crit sur divers sujets, mais toujours dans les memes principes:

 toujours la meme morale, la meme croyance, les memes maximes, et, si l'on
 veut, les memes opinions."

 4Nature, capitalized, hereafter refers to the totality of the physical world.
 5 Alfred Einstein, Mozart, Sein Character und sein Werk (Stockholm, 1947),

 p. 392.
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 tion of irrational sentiment against reason.6 Through the work of
 E. Wright, A. Cobban, C. Hendel, and R. Derathe we have learned
 to see Rousseau's writings as a more or less consistent whole. Thus
 the coherence of his thought is much more appreciated today than
 a generation ago.

 My starting point is the conviction that to conceive of Rous-
 seau either as an individualist (in the nineteenth century sense of
 the word) or as a collectivist or totalitarian (in the twentieth cen-
 tury sense of the word) is a profound misunderstanding. The Dis-
 course on Inequality, illumined by other works of Rousseau as
 well as by the aid of studies, reveals that he is neither. There are
 no significant contradictions between the principles established in
 the second discourse and those maintained in Rousseau's later

 works. It follows that there has been no progress, that is, basic
 change, in Rousseau's thought. Moreover, the second discourse is
 no more individualist than the Social Contract is collectivist.7

 Either epithet is the result of misapprehension.
 This is not to deny that Rousseau's influence in the develop-

 ment of totalitarianism may have been significant. Both his impact
 on the thought of Kant and through Kant on Fichte and Hegel,
 as well as his immediate influence on the latter two thinkers, re-
 veals his influence on German Idealism. In turn, the most threat-
 ening present form of totalitarianism, Communism, derives in a
 large measure from the thought of Hegel, the most prominent of
 the German Idealists.8

 6 Especially to be mentioned are E. H. Wright, The Meaning of Rousseau
 (London, 1929); Ernst Cassirer, The Question of Jean Jacques Rousseau,
 translated and edited with an introduction and additional notes by Peter Gay
 (New York, 1954); Alfred Cobban, Rousseau and the Modern State (London,
 1934); C. W. Hendel, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Moralist, 2 vols. (London,
 1934); and the two works by Robert Derathe, Le rationalisme de J. J. Rous-
 seau (Paris, 1948), and Jean- Jacques Rousseau et la science politique de son
 temps (Paris, 1950). For a further discussion of literature see P. Gay's pene-
 trating and enlightening review of the problem of Rousseau interpretation
 which precedes his translation of Cassirer.

 7 The currency of this interpretation is attested by Sir Ernest Barker's intro-
 duction to Social Contract, Essays by Locke, Hume and Rousseau (London,
 1947), p. xli.

 8 See for example, Karl Liwith, Von Hegel zu Nietzsche (Zurich, n.d.);
 Karl Marx, Die Friihschriften, ed. by Siegfried Landshut (Stuttgart, 1953).
 The Marxists themselves are not unaware of this state of affairs, as their ef-
 forts to convert Hegel into an atheist humanist indicate. See the otherwise
 very rewarding work of A. Kojeve, Introduction a la lecture de Hegel (Paris,
 1947), or G. Lukacs' partisan effort Der Junge Hegel (Zurich, 1948).
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 Furthermore, the teachings of the Social Contract, when con-
 sidered without reference to Rousseau's conception of man and of
 Nature, do permit the interpretation that Rousseau advocated the
 absolute subservience of each member of society to the state. But
 such an interpretation is unjust to the intention and the thought
 of Rousseau.

 * * -x*

 Rousseau's first politico-moral writings are the three discourses;
 the Discourse on the Moral Effects of the Arts and Sciences,9 the
 Discourse on Inequality and the Discourse on Political Economy.
 The three discourses are not of equal importance. Rousseau admits
 that the first discourse is poorly reasoned, and, indeed, while the
 basic train of thought is clear it does not compare in closeness of
 reasoning to either of the other two. The third discourse is in some
 measure an anticipation of the Social Contract and is related to
 the other two discourses through its concern with the interrelations
 of citizenship, morality, and education. It is based in part on the
 argument propounded in the first two discourses and thus is a kind
 of corollary to the principles established.

 The first two discourses, however, are closely related. The Dis-
 course on the Arts and Sciences explained that civilization was a
 moral sham because the appearance of virtue without the possession
 of freedom was hypocrisy, and, therefore, a vice. Since freedom,
 the presupposition of virtue, was absent in civilization, and since
 the loss of freedom was the result of progress, the process of civil-
 ization instead of improving man tended to corrupt him further.
 The closer man remained to his original state the better he was.
 The second discourse began with the assumption of the natural
 goodness of man and traced his development from his beginnings
 to his present, morally bad and enslaved state. Where the first
 discourse had begun with the present immoral state of slavery and
 had traced back its development to the state of nature, the second
 discourse started with the state of nature and showed man's de-

 velopment from original goodness to present depravity and lack
 of freedom.

 Thus it can be seen that there exists a special relationship be-
 tween the two discourses; the first reasons from facts to causes,

 9 Hereafter cited as Discourse on the Arts and Sciences.
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 the second from causes to facts. Both discourses taken together
 form a single argument. The second discourse demonstrates that
 the existing state of civilized society can be deduced from the
 principles discovered in the first. We are then presented with an
 example of the method of analysis and synthesis,"? also known as
 the resolutive compositive method."1 This method, mathematical
 in origin,12 was generally accepted as valid at the time. Its validity
 rested upon several assumptions. For one, that the "real" world
 was a world of particles possessing primary qualities. Secondly,
 that the behavior and properties of the real world could be ex-
 pressed mathematically. Thirdly, that the present behavior of ob-
 jects could be explained in terms of their antecedents, that is, by
 genetic definition. In other words, by means of a method ac-
 knowledged as valid by his contemporaries, Rousseau has offered
 proof of his principal contentions concerning human nature and
 morality.13 Because Rousseau uses the analytic-synthetic method he
 believes that he can therefore propose that all known facts be dis-
 regarded.14 Indeed, he is engaged in writing a typical history15 of
 humanity whose verity seems proven through the very method he
 employs. Thus his seemingly cavalier treatment of historical facts
 is not a sign of irrationality, or disrespect for the role of reason.

 10 "By this way of analysis we may proceed from compounds to ingredients,
 and from motions to the forces producing them; and in general, from effects
 to their causes, and from particular causes to more general ones. . . . This is
 the method of analysis: and the synthesis consists in assuming the causes dis-
 covered and established as principles, and by them explaining the phenomena
 proceeding from them, and proving the explanations." Sir Isaac Newton,
 Opticks, quoted in Edwin A. Burtt, The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern
 Science (Garden City, N. Y., n.d.), p. 225.

 11 Ernst Cassirer, Das Erkenntnis Problem, I, (Berlin, 1906), 136 ff.
 12 See, for example, the quotation from Pappus, and its discussion in

 Euclid, The Elements, Translated with Introduction and Commentary by Sir
 Thomas Heath (Annapolis, 1947), I, 138-140.

 13 Thus, the other ethico-political works of Rousseau actually are corollar-
 ies and scholia which follow out the implications of the principles first laid
 down in the two discourses. In view of this, Rousseau's contention that all his
 works contain the same principal teachings gains further credence.

 14 "Commencons done par 6carter tous les faits, car ils ne touchent point a
 la question. Il ne faut pas prendre les recherches dans lesquelles on peut entrer
 sur ce sujet pour des verites historiques, mais seulement pour des raisonne-
 ments hypothetiques et conditionnels, plus propres a lclaircir la nature des
 choses qu'a en montrer la veritable origine, et semblables d ceux que font tous
 les jours nos physiciens sur la formation du monde." Oeuvres complettes, I,
 Discourse on the Origin of Inequality, 54. (italics mine).

 15 "Typical" is here used in the sense of Max Weber.
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 On the contrary, because he has chosen a method which is in
 keeping with the essential rationality and order of the universe,
 he considers himself entitled to disencumber himself of the acci-

 dental facts of preserved tradition.
 The second discourse is better reasoned and more elaborate

 than the first. Since the analytic-synthetic method requires that the
 same steps be used in the argument once as antecedents and once
 as consequents, it is sufficient if we concentrate our attention on the
 second discourse.

 As we have noted, the first two discourses are fundamental to
 Rousseau's work as a whole. This, in turn, permits us to use the
 later works as means of elucidating the meaning of the second
 discourse.

 Rousseau is a moralist and therefore primarily concerned with
 moral freedom. His interest in political problems is stimulated by
 his moral concern and subordinate to it. His enquiries into the
 proper form of social existence are sparked by his search for means
 which make it possible to keep men moral, and to reform civiliza-
 tion so that it will become not a destroyer but a bulwark of free-
 dom.

 Now, it appears possible to argue that moral freedom is an
 inward thing, that even the slave, within the limits prescribed to
 his activities, may be said to possess the freedom of intention. As
 far as theoretical reasoning is concerned, it does not appear ab-
 solutely necessary to the existence of moral freedom that it be ac-
 companied by outward liberty. Yet Rousseau insists that moral
 freedom is impossible without equality. The two terms freedom
 and equality are necessarily coupled in his thought. Their neces-
 sary connection arises from the fact that Rousseau accepts, with
 certain modifications, the views of nature and the psychological
 theories of les philosophes. At the same time his concern for moral
 freedom forbids him to subscribe to the materialistic and determin-

 istic tendencies implicit in much of Enlightenment thought.
 When Rousseau became intimately acquainted with the circle

 around Diderot, Cartesianism and Platonism had helped to form
 his mind.16 While Cartesian influences furthered the development

 16 See C. W. Hendel, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Moralist (2 Vols. London,
 1934), Chapter I; Cartesianism is transmitted to Rousseau in the form of the
 teachings of Malebranche. See also R. Derath6, Le rationalisme de J.-J. Rous-
 seau (Paris, 1948). The Lettre a M. de Beaumont also indicates the influence
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 of materialistic tendencies in the Enlightenment, especially the im-
 plications, of Descartes' physics,17 the Cartesian explanations of
 physical phenomena were discarded in favor of the teachings of
 Newton. Rousseau shared the belief of his Parisian friends that

 Newton had found the laws which govern Nature. In addition
 Rousseau became acquainted with the sensationalist and associa-
 tionist theories of psychology through his friendship, with Condil-
 lac.18

 The development of Rousseau's argument will be more evident
 if we present a brief, composite and oversimplified19 statement of
 the view of Nature common to his contemporaries and its genesis.

 In the wake of the scientific movement of the sixteenth and

 seventeenth centuries, culminating in the work of Newton, and
 continued in the eighteenth century, the prevalent view of the
 universe assumed that the universe was made up of interacting
 particles, whose behavior was summarized by the laws of mechan-
 ics. The real world, the world of primary qualities, thus was con-
 ceived as an enormous mechanism and wholly rational. Such ir-
 regularities as phenomena might exhibit were the result of either
 insufficient research, thus, of inadequate knowledge, or of errors
 of the perceiving mind. Whatever was not rational was not real
 and hence the way was paved for positing rational and ontological
 as equivalents. In addition, mathematical reasoning was taken to
 be the very model of rationality. This presumption achieved ver-
 isimilitude because of the usefulness of mathematics to physics.

 As Aristotelianism, in its various forms, fell into discredit the
 belief in the knowability of essences also disappeared. But with
 the discarding of the older theory of knowledge the need for a re-
 definition of knowledge arose. True knowledge was no longer
 knowledge of natures, but of behavior and relationship. Since it
 was held that all objects perceived were bodies in motion, actual

 of Descartes; "L'homme n'est pas un etre simple; il est compose de deux sub-
 stances," Oeuvres complettes, XXII, 70.

 17 See Charles Frankel, The Faith of Reason (New York, 1948), Chapter II;
 as well as Aram Vartanian, Diderot and Descartes (Princeton, 1953) for the
 influence of Cartesian physics.

 18 For a brief discussion of sensationalism and associationism see below. It
 should be mentioned that these views were also conveyed to Rousseau by his
 study of Hobbes.

 19 Some of the tendencies implicit in this view have been made more explicit,
 in order that the trends to which Rousseau was opposed, as well as those
 which he accepted either in part or in entirety, become more readily perceptible.
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 phenomena were considered to be the result of configuration of
 forces. In other words, the study of a phenomenon was concerned
 with its actual behavior pattern. The behavior of any given
 phenomenon was thought to be the result of past impressed forces,
 which determined its prior motion, while those forces which acted
 upon the object in the present, and those which would conceivably
 act upon it in the future, would determine its future course of
 motion.

 The view of the universe appeared to offer another and better
 way in which things could be known. Cassirer has pointed to the
 significance of the genetic definition.20 Definitions which stated
 the essences of things were held to be impossible, since the possibil-
 ity of a knowledge of essences was denied. However, objects could
 be defined in terms of their antecedent causes. It could be shown

 how the object came to be, the various forces acting upon it could
 be demonstrated, and where such observation and demonstration
 were not available one could try to conceive of its coming to be,
 by means of the method of analysis and synthesis. The validation
 of this method was to be found in the assumption that Nature is
 regular and harmonious, that time and space were the continua in
 which the world existed and which permitted both the retracing
 of past motion and the prediction of future motion.

 This view of Nature also included man. The English empir-
 icists, especially Hobbes and Locke, as well as their French follow-
 ers, believed that knowledge was the result of sense-impressions.
 Here the meaning of impression must be taken in its original sense.
 Particles impinged upon the senses; the impulses thus created
 were conveyed to the mind. The constant influx of impressions
 thus created an interaction which was conceived in mechanical

 fashion, within the mind. The laws which governed the move-
 ment of particles outside the mind also governed the movement
 of impressions. Attraction, repulsion, were held to play an equally
 important part within the mind, as they played outside the mind.21

 20 Ernst Cassirer, Die Philosophie der Aufkliirung (Tiibingen, 1932), p. 340.
 21 Thus all knowledge, all operations of the mind, were thought to arise

 from outside impulses, and under the same law as the former. Hence this
 psychological doctrine is known as sensationalism and associationism. It was
 held that the associations were under strict mechanical causation. See the
 development in English thought as discussed by Basil Willey, The Eighteenth
 Century Background: Studies on the Idea of Nature in the Thought of the
 Period (London, 1949).
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 The genesis of mental activities was traced by Locke, who exerted
 influence upon some of the Enlightenment thinkers, especially
 Condillac, who, while following Locke, attempted to make the
 latter's thought still more rigorous by removing all traces of an in-
 nate power of the mind.

 Thanks to the Cartesian division of man into two substances, the
 physical part of man's nature had been considered subject to the
 laws of Nature. Now the teachings of Locke and Condillac ex-
 tended the dominance of the mechanical laws also to the intellec-

 tual operations.
 Since man, as far as his intellectual processes were concerned,

 was thus thought to be part of the general harmony of Nature,22
 and since the present behavior of an object could be comprehended
 in terms of forces acting upon it in the past, the late seventeenth
 and eighteenth centuries developed a lively interest in history.23
 Now, if it could be shown, as was expected, that history was not
 merely an aggregate of events following each other in time, but
 that its events fell under a general law, then its contents could be
 transformed into knowledge. This would offer the advantage
 that definite scientific knowledge of man could be gained; that is,
 the properties of the object called man could be established.

 We need data to establish the equation of a curve, to graph
 the motion of a moving object and to predict its future course.
 But these data must be in temporal succession. In other words,
 the data are the history of motion. If the motion be regular it is
 possible to predict future motion and to calculate the behavior of
 the moving object and the various other forces it encounters, which
 are also capable of being ascertained and predicted. Thus, the
 regularity of history would make man's behavior predictable and
 make it possible to attempt anew a definition of man. However,
 man would then emerge as a determined being. This thought was
 no novelty at the time. It was plainly stated by Spinoza, and al-
 most as plainly by Hobbes and appears to be contained in the
 teachings of Locke. Man then would be nothing more than a part

 22 This, as is well known, is the underlying assumption of the laissez faire
 theories.

 23 This, of course, was not the sole motivating force of the historical re-
 search. To mention but one other, there was the question of the veracity and
 historicity of the bible. In the course of biblical criticism, the historical problem
 arises as a matter of course.
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 of Nature. For that reason D'Alembert could speak of the physics
 of the soul24 and Helvetius imply the possibility of morality be-
 coming as rigorous a science as physics.25

 Thus there was a tendency, which found its fulfillment, in the
 works of La Mettrie, Holbach and Helvetius among others, to
 view Nature as the totality of being, the sum-total of all events.
 Nature was conceived to be in motion, regular and perfect. What-
 ever happened, all events which took place occurred according to
 the laws of Nature. The laws of Nature admitted of no exceptions,
 and hence all events happened by necessity.

 All phenomenally existing beings, as well as the various smaller
 particles which constituted the phenomenal objects, were conceived
 as related to each other according to the laws of mechanics. All
 objects of Nature were believed to be in motion, either because they
 were impelled from without or because they possessed a motor-
 power of their own. Whether their motion was imparted from
 without or originated within the objects, all beings were made up
 ultimately of matter in motion.26

 The perfection of Nature was manifested in the regularity and
 rationality of the behavior of all natural objects.27 Regularity and
 rationality were considered to be characteristics of Nature as whole,
 which, therefore, was also considered to be both harmonious and
 in equilibrium, inasmuch as a moving system which moves ration-
 ally (orderly), and which is self-contained, may be presumed to be
 in equilibrium. On similar grounds it was assumed that a self-
 contained system to which motion was innate may be presumed to
 be in harmony with itself. As a matter of fact the harmony and
 equilibrium of Nature are corollaries of Newton's third law.28

 Nature was wholly rational, harmonious and good. In the con-

 24 Charles Frankel, op. cit., p. 39 ff.
 25 E. Halevy, The Growth of Philosophic Radicalism (N. Y., 1949), p. 19.
 26Not all were blunt enough to announce themselves as atheists and ma-

 terialists. Condillac retained his christian beliefs, although his philosophical
 position might readily be interpreted as atheist and materialist.

 27 In a way then, the position here taken implies "whatever is rational is
 real-and whatever is real is rational," Indeed things incapable of explanation
 were so, either because of insufficient data, of misapprehension, or of down-
 right error. In fact some things, superstitions, etc., were fictions, and to be
 disregarded. Whatever was beyond reason was to be dismissed; whatever was
 unintelligible was eo ipso false.

 28 The statement can also be inverted. Newton's laws of motion can be

 viewed as consequences of the original harmony and order of Nature.
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 ception we have outlined man was viewed as a part of Nature,
 subject to her laws, and it was expected that eventually all human
 behavior would be explicable in terms of the laws of Nature. How-
 ever, man offered in one respect a very significant exception to the
 general order of Nature. The attributes of perfection and good-
 ness could not be said to apply to all members of the race. As
 explanation, it was suggested that man's imperfections were owed
 to the operation of the law of progress. Institutions and beliefs
 appropriate to earlier phases of development were carried over
 into higher phases, where they were out of place and thus acted
 as restraints on the natural play of forces. In this fashion men
 deviated from their natural course, and, departing from the norm
 of Nature, had lost their natural goodness.29 It might be noted
 that this explanation is logically untenable. If man be wholly sub-
 ject to the laws of Nature all manifestations of human behavior
 must be in accordance with these laws, and must share the ex-
 cellencies of all other natural phenomena. In other words: "What-
 ever is, is right." Thus, however much the fact of evil may be
 denied, it does not cease to exist.

 * * *

 Rousseau accepts most of the views of his contemporaries re-
 lating to the operations of Nature, and he accepts the rule of the
 law of Nature insofar as the physical aspect of man's nature is
 concerned. He insists on the fact of morality, and hence on the
 existence of an aspect of human nature not determined by the laws
 of Nature. Thus, while accepting the operation of an evolutionary
 tendency30 in human history, Rousseau holds, as the first discourse
 shows, that, instead of improving men automatically, evolution in
 the long run seems to have the reverse result.31

 The notion of evolution entails the idea of a minimal initial

 state, from which man evolved. In this initial stage man is in fact

 29 It is well known that this approach was advanced against the ancien
 rtgime.

 30 See Arthur 0. Lovejoy, Essays in the History of Ideas (Baltimore, 1948),
 Essay II "The Supposed Primitivism of Rousseau's Discourse on Inequality,"
 p. 17. Also Essay III "Monboddo and Rousseau," pp. 38-61.

 31 As will be seen later, this statement needs qualification. The final end of
 evolution is the achievement of a stage where man can enjoy the fruits of
 freedom securely because the progress of knowledge has provided him with
 sufficient insight into Nature to retain the conditions of his freedom.
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 a part of Nature, potentially moral and potentially rational.32 The
 evolution is owed to the interaction of the forces of Nature, and in
 this process the potentialities of human nature come to be realized.
 Man has both a moral and a physical nature, which are interde-
 pendent, and thus the development of man's physical aspects33 is
 requisite to the unfolding of man's moral nature.

 While in the beginning of his development man cannot be
 moral, he is nevertheless good. He is a natural being, and thus
 participates in the harmony and goodness of Nature. The natural
 goodness of man consists in nothing else than in being in harmony
 with Nature at large. Rousseau holds that goodness in general,
 including moral goodness, is predicated upon harmony with Nature.

 The problem then is to find the form of freedom, that condition
 where man can be both free and in harmony with Nature. The
 problem is further defined by the following consideration. If
 Nature be wholly good, if its operations and laws be wholly good,
 the initial steps of man's development also must be good. This
 raises the further question of how and why man loses his harmon-
 ious relationship to Nature.

 In answer, Rousseau traces the development of man. When
 man qua man begins to develop he is neither man nor moral,
 though he is good. He is not man because he is not moral, and he
 is not moral because he is not free. He is wholly under the neces-
 sity of the laws of Nature, a necessity which he is enabled to over-
 come through the operations of the laws of Nature.

 The laws which govern Nature are the laws of motion and
 maintain in their operations the equilibrium of Nature.34 Evolu-
 tion, however, transcends the mere equilibrium of forces. The fact
 of human evolution indicates that there exists within man a force

 capable of development, because the mere impact of environmental
 forces alone would not account for evolution and history. The fact
 of history demonstrates that, in addition to the environmental
 factors, there also operates a motive power within man himself.
 This power increases in intensity with experience, that is, through
 the multitude of impressions (which, in this context are, in fact,

 32 R. Derath6 Le Rationalisme de J.-J. Rousseau, pp. 10, 116.
 33 We must keep in mind that reason and the passions belong to man's

 physical nature.
 34 Rousseau denied the evolution of the animals, cf. R. Derathe loc. cit., p.

 10 n. 4.
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 impressed forces).35 Through the evocation of the potential powers
 of man, through the interaction of these powers both with them-
 selves and with novel impressions conveyed by the senses, the total
 internal motive power of man acquires more force and more dif-
 ferentiation.

 Man's morality comes into being as the result of the intensifica-
 tion of traits which he possesses from the very beginning; com-
 passion or pity, the desire for self-preservation as well as the growth
 of his reason. Out of compassion elevated by reason grows love of
 neighbor and consideration. The desire for self-preservation achieves
 its rational form in the respect of self and in just self-estimation.

 This change is accomplished by the operations of the laws of
 Nature under whose governance man lives in the beginning of his
 development. Man finds pleasure in the satisfaction of his wants.
 This, in turn, engenders the desire for pleasure as such (thus dis-
 tinct from the desire to satisfy natural wants). The desires for
 pleasure independent of, or exceeding, the satisfaction of natural
 wants are the passions. The passions call forth reason, which aids
 man in obtaining and increasing his pleasures.36 Through reason37
 and experience men learn to know the advantage of joint under-
 takings and become familiar with each other. Reflection begins
 its activity, and men know themselves38 and the others as human
 beings. Families form where affection and love make their first
 appearance.39 Finally, knowing each other as human beings, men,
 in the first society, give consideration to each other and accord
 each other the treatment owed to equals. Each recognizes himself
 as a human being, and recognizes the others also as human beings.
 The recognition of the common humanity is shared by all. Each
 knows that the other claims, by virtue of his self-respect, that his
 humanity be respected. Through compassion and pity40 each

 35 F. Cajori, ed., Sir Isaac Newton's Mathematical Principles of Natural
 Philosophy and His System of the World (Berkeley, California, 1934), p. 2.

 36 Oeuvres complettes, I, Discours sur l'origine, 74 f. "c'est par leur (sc.
 passions) activite que notre raison se perfectionne: nous ne cherchons a con-
 naitre que parce que nous desirons de jouir."

 37 It must be born in mind that reason is part of man's physical nature.
 "Car la physique explique en quelque maniere le mecanisme des sens et la
 formation des idees." Oeuvres complettes, I, 72.

 38 Ibid., 118-122.
 39 Ibid., 122.
 40 Ibid., 99-101.
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 knows that the other would suffer were he denied the recognition
 of his humanity, and therefore willingly grants it. For each, then,
 consideration becomes a self-imposed rule, and since it is an obliga-
 tion for each, it is an obligation for all. Because all are under a
 self-imposed obligation, all are moral.

 Before pursuing this line of inquiry further it is appropriate to
 discuss Rousseau's conception of morality. Rousseau's approach to
 the problem of moral freedom is ultimately dictated by a very
 simple consideration. Man, in order to be moral, must be both
 free and under law. Freedom implies the absence of a superior,
 while law implies the existence of a superior. Offhand the two con-
 ditions seem contradictory; however, they can be combined if man
 himself be the lawgiver. Thus man is free when he obeys a self-
 imposed law.

 For a law, to be self-imposed, requires that it be not merely the
 expression of natural wants. The latter are the manifestations of
 the laws of Nature. Thus any rule which demands what in fact
 Nature demands is but a restatement of the laws of Nature. The

 laws of Nature operate with necessity, and therefore obedience to
 a demand of the law of Nature would not suffice to render man

 moral, since in obeying man would but obey Nature, that is, neces-
 sity, and therefore not be free. In effect, this argument is identical
 with Kant's position that actions motivated by our inclinations may
 be legal, but never moral.41

 The-law by which we are moral must have a transcendent goal;
 it must be above our natural interests.42 Since the latter derive

 from, and terminate in, our physical nature, they are particular.
 Consequently, the law which transcends this particularity is in it-
 self universal in character. Further, if the law were particular it
 would lack the universal applicability implicit in the concept of
 the moral law.43

 The universality of the moral law is also related to the supposi-
 tion that a wholly good action be done for the sake of a perfect

 41Immanuel Kant, Kritik der Praktischen Vernunft, Immanuel Kant's
 Werke, ed. Ernst Cassirer (Berlin, 1914). V, 89. Kant derives many of his
 principal ethical teachings from Rousseau. The Critique of Practical Reason,
 not the Critique of Pure Reason, is the center of Kant's philosophy.

 42 This is the basis of the distinction of the will of all and the general will.
 43 The absence of universality could imply that each individual has a mor-

 ality all his own, an assumption Rousseau would deny.
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 good, a good which is good in itself.44 Perfect goods are universal
 goods, precisely because they are desirable, not for the sake of ad-
 vantage or immediate satisfaction, but for themselves.

 Thus, in Rousseau's view the morality of men depends in part
 on performing actions which are wholly good,45 because they aim
 at a universal good. But equally the morality of men depends on
 their living under a self-imposed law. Therefore, one of the con-
 sequences of the self-imposed law must be that its actions are direct-
 ed towards a universal good.

 Rousseau is then confronted with two problems; one, to find
 the universal good towards which the law aims, and the other, to
 discover means for establishing the universal law.

 The first problem is conditioned by Rousseau's adherence to
 the sensationalist doctrine of intellectual operations and knowledge.
 Sensationalism is known to him primarily through the teachings of
 Condillac. Rousseau notes in the Discourse on Inequality that he
 agrees in many respects with Condillac, specifically with the latter's
 theories of the origin of language.46 In fact, as the second dis-
 course indicates, Rousseau subscribes to all of Condillac's teachings
 insofar as they concern what Rousseau considers the physical as-
 pect of man, though he differs from him both in respect to man's
 natural sociability47 and to man's moral nature. Condillac main-
 tained that all knowledge derives from the senses, and that there
 is no originative power in the mind. Knowledge is the product of
 mechanical operations and under the laws of Nature. Condillac
 traces the development of the various powers of the soul from the
 impressions to the functioning mind in his Essai sur l'origine des
 connaissances humaines, and though he introduces minor mod-
 ifications in the Traite des sensations, his first work contains his
 principal teachings.48 In addition to subscribing to the sensational-

 44 This argument and the following are implicit in Rousseau's doctrine of
 the general will.

 45 Rousseau cannot subscribe to a Giiterethik, since the latter's basis is the
 correlation of ontal excellence and moral value as expressed in the principle
 ens et bonum convertuntur, a position which is incompatible with the proposi-
 tion that essences are not accessible to the human mind. Hence the goodness
 of particular actions cannot be determined by the goodness of the objects
 intended.

 46 Oeuvres complettes I, 81.
 47 Ibid.

 48 Oeuvres Philosophiques de Condillac, ed. G. LeRoy, I (Paris, 1947).
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 ist position as far as human knowledge, the genesis of the passions,
 and the operations of reason are concerned, he also holds that men
 act upon their own interests.

 Now, there is one universal good of which man has immediate
 awareness, through insight into himself and observation of others,
 which is represented by the concept of humanity.49 Self-respect, in
 the full meaning of the word, is possible to man if and when he
 reaches a level of rational development which makes it possible for
 him to reflect upon himself and his being. Observation convinces
 him that others are also human, and compassion as well as the
 desire to be respected by others as he respects himself leads him to
 respect the humanity of his fellows. Or, in other words, here is a
 universal good which is given in experience, and which is com-
 patible with his love for himself. Furthermore, this universal good
 is transcendent; it is beyond mere inclination and therefore beyond
 the sway of necessity, and yet in accord with human nature. Hu-
 manity is the only universal good which, given the structure of the
 human person and the conditions under which it develops, can ful-
 fill the requirements outlined above. The law which flows from
 this good is mutual consideration, which, according to Rousseau,
 is not possible unless each conceives of the other as equal.

 The second problem, to discover the means for establishing the
 moral law, is solved by the consideration that each individual must
 be able to be moral, that is, to live under a self-imposed law. This
 self-imposed law must also be universal, and hence each individual
 must participate in the imposition of the law. This requirement
 also points to the necessity that all must be conceived as equal.

 If we turn our attention again to the development outlined in
 the second discourse we note that Rousseau has shown that there

 existed a stage where men voluntarily accepted obligation and
 lived under a self-imposed law. Men come to recognize themselves
 and their fellows as human beings. The individual's respect for
 his own humanity actually is his desire for self-preservation raised
 to a higher degree, or, to put it in another way, self-respect is the
 rational form of self-preservation. Once man has learned to know

 49Again the similarity to Kant is noteworthy. According to Kant we do
 not have any knowledge of things-in-themselves. The sole exception is man.
 Though man has by no means complete, and certainly not scientific, knowledge
 of himself as a noumenon, he apprehends some aspects of his intelligible char-
 acter through the moral law.
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 what it means to be man, by reflection, introspection and observa-
 tion, he desires his self-preservation. However, that self he desires
 to preserve is a rationally understood self, and no longer is self-
 preservation a mere instinct of Nature, but a deliberate goal of a
 rational and morally free being.50

 Similarly compassion and pity are transformed. No longer are
 they natural drives, but they become rational principles. Each man
 has a claim upon the others by virtue of his rational self-respect.
 This claim would not be operative were it not re-enforced by the
 affection and love all bear each other. All desire the preservation
 of their selves; all have compassion and pity, and therefore all
 willingly accord each other consideration, and thus are moral.
 Their action flows from a self-imposed rule, where each imposes
 the same rule, which therefore is universal, and which is imposed
 for the sake of a universal good, humanity.

 Further, all who do this are equal, because the human nature
 of each has unfolded naturally, each has come into society together
 with the others, and none is superior to another.51 It is interesting
 to note that this first realization of human freedom is the result of

 the laws of Nature, that is, of necessity.

 This stage of human development where morality is realized,
 where the general will is operative as the result of the gradual evo-
 lution from animality to humanity and where man is happier than
 before or afterwards, is a kind of golden age. Though this is the
 childhood of humanity it is a perfect childhood,52 and within the
 limits of their development men are perfect.

 Man has reached this stage as the result of the operation of the

 50 We must remember that within the context of Rousseau's argument the
 interaction of experience, passion, reason, etc., represents an intensification of
 the driving force innate to man (perfectibility). Under the repeated impact of
 these various forces more and more power is imparted to the innate motion,
 and, simultaneously, the impact of the innate motion upon the forces acting
 upon it becomes correspondingly greater. An increase in force, however, equals
 a gradual change in phenomena, the area of effective action of man increases,
 as well as his interaction with other men. At the same time, this quantitative
 change produces also a qualitative change, because through the quantitative
 changes the latent possibilities of men are called into being.

 51 It is noteworthy that the universal rule self-imposed by equals is the
 general will.

 52 Rousseau clearly believes that the total perfection of Man is yet to be
 achieved.
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 laws of Nature,53 which have awakened man's ability to perfect
 himself. The latter is part of the endowment man has received.
 As man's capacities enter into play they come forth in a propor-
 tioned manner, since their actual being is the result of the laws of
 Nature, and the latter operate harmoniously. Thus man is both
 harmonious within himself and in harmony with Nature; or, the
 forces which impinge upon man evoke reactions according to the
 third law of Newton, but the forces which react and which in
 their totality make up man, who, as a complex being is but a
 relationship of interacting forces in motion, are themselves in bal-
 ance, and man, in reacting to the world and to the environs
 around him, adjusts himself to the various forces instead of being
 thrown out of equilibrium. Indeed, Nature is presumed to be
 wholly good, and one of the manifestations of Nature's perfec-
 tion is its harmony. All things in Nature participate in Nature's
 goodness and manifest their participation through their har-
 monious relationships. For example, the perfection of the animal
 consists therein that this machine both acts and reacts in keeping
 the general laws of Nature.

 Man, however, is peculiar in this, that insofar as he is material
 he is part of Nature, and hence under mechanical laws, but in addi-
 tion he also possesses a spiritual aspect. If these two aspects of
 human nature could not be related harmoniously, imbalance of
 either, and therefore of both, would result.

 The physical aspect of man's ascent from animality to humanity
 is itself perfect, since it proceeds as a part of the operation of the
 perfect laws of Nature. The culmination of this process is achieved
 in the development of morality. In other words, it is Rousseau's
 contention that, when the physical forces are in balance, then man
 is given the opportunity of being moral; or that the harmony of the
 physical aspects of man's nature, its internal equilibrium, is the
 precondition of morality.

 To put his argument in another form: the laws of Nature oper-
 ate with absolute necessity, they are mechanical, their causality is
 efficient and determined. Human freedom, on the other hand, re-
 quires a state of affairs where man is not under necessity. One of

 53 It appears that Rousseau conceived of the necessary order of Nature as
 part of the providential order. See also R. Derathe, Le rationalisme de J.-J.
 Rousseau, p. 18.
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 the conditions for the absence of necessity is that the forces of Na-
 ture hold each other in balance within man so that neither can pre-
 vail over the other. As soon as one or several natural forces out-
 weigh the others, they will provide irresistible motive forces. The
 internal equilibrium of man will be upset and he will be forced to
 follow the natural inclinations.54 On the other hand, if the various
 forces which operate according to the laws of Nature balance one
 another within man, none can be said to prevail, and there is room
 for decision independent of the laws of Nature. Inversely, should
 a state of affairs obtain where this internal equilibrium of natural
 forces is upset, it would entail the loss of freedom, and therefore the
 loss of morality.

 The happy stage of the first society is also dependent upon the
 distribution of property. Rousseau admits that there is a "kind
 of property."55 He calls it a "kind of property" because first it has
 not the sanction of civil law, since the latter has not as yet devel-
 oped;56 secondly, because the second part of the Discourse on In-
 equality begins with the assertion that civil society, which is not the
 same as the first society, is the product of property,57 and thirdly,
 because Rousseau appears to distinguish between the property nec-
 essary to the maintenance of each and property in excess of this
 necessary minimum. Here, in the first society, property necessary
 to the maintenance of each is compatible with the condition of
 equality, since the similar status of each makes inequality in proper-
 ty unnecessary. "A kind of property" denotes really material pos-
 sessions which are proper to each, and, since the condition of every
 one hardly differs from the condition of his fellows, more or less
 the same amount of property is proper to each.

 At this stage, equality of property is both a result of man's en-
 trance into society under the guidance of Nature and a require-
 ment for the existence of morality. Men, though moral, are in this
 first society rude and untrained. Were they not equal in fact, did
 they not perceive each other as equals in all respects, they would
 not comprehend their common nature and would not grant each

 54 It might be worthwhile to note that terms of everyday speech, such as
 inclination, equilibrium, mental balance and the like, are based upon mechani-
 cal analogies.

 55 Oeuvres complettes, I, 122, "une sorte de propriete."
 56 Cf. I. Kant, Werke, ed. Cassirer, VII, Die Metaphysik der Sitten, 67.
 57 Oeuvres complettes, 115.
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 other mutual recognition as human beings. Their reasoning power
 is underdeveloped. Thus, if they are to perceive each other's hu-
 manity, this humanity, the common nature, must be immediately
 perceptible. Because they are given an immediate awareness of
 their humanity, through their equality, their knowledge of each
 other's humanity is based upon concrete perception, and not upon
 ratiocination. Inversely, where the equality of men disappears and
 cannot be compensated by reason, the loss of concrete equality en-
 tails also the loss of the comprehension of the other's humanity, as
 the further development of civilization indicates.

 The same forces, morality and perfection, which brought man
 to a stage of happiness, drove him from this "paradise." The pas-
 sions and reason, the desire for more and more pleasure, more
 comfort and the ability to create through inventiveness more com-
 forts led to the upset of the harmony and equilibrium prevailing in
 the primitive state of perfection. Rousseau observed that the lux-
 uries of one generation became the necessities of the next, and that
 this trait, combined with a desire for luxury, leads to a constant
 search for the increase of pleasures and, therewith, to the expansion
 of technology, industry and the permanent institution of the di-
 vision of labor.58

 Man's departure from his original happiness is not the trans-
 gression of a divine law, is not a case of original sin, but rather
 the consequence of the continued operations of the laws of Nature.
 Because man is part of Nature he remains under her laws; his loss
 of equilibrium is not an act of commission because, under the cir-
 cumstances, it is an unavoidable act. At this stage of development
 man simply lacks both the insight into the working of things and
 the foresight to envision the consequences of his actions, requisite
 to responsible choice. Rather, man's departure from the state of
 original happiness is akin to the tragic flaw of the hero who is
 guiltlessly enmeshed in guilt.

 The effect of the technical progress is the permanent institution
 of the division of labor, and the habituation to increasing comfort.
 As soon as metallurgy and agriculture become necessary pursuits
 the life of the community, and thereby the life of the individual,
 are signally affected. The division of labor now applies to society
 as a whole, and the independence of most is lost. Most of the

 58 Oeuvres complettes, I, 130 ff.
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 members of the community must conform to the modes of life
 necessitated by the division of labor if they want to maintain them-
 selves in existence. The specialization of activities gradually leads
 to greater interdependence and to supra- and infra-ordination, and
 brings with itself the institution of clearly defined property. Proper-
 ty is now separated from possession necessary to self-preservation.
 A surplus of property - property in excess of that necessary to the
 maintenance of life - has come into being.

 Rousseau insists that men enter this new state still moral, and
 that the institution of property called for the express statement of
 the rules of justice.59 Men might have remained equal had they pre-
 served the proper balance between production and consumption.60
 Thus Rousseau does not condemn technologically advanced civil-
 izations, since he admits the possibility of retaining equality, and,
 therefore, morality, even in a technologically advanced society.

 However, when men first learned of the advantage of tech-
 nology they were as yet unaware of the possible dangers and draw-
 backs for which provisions should have been made. That men de-
 sire to improve their standard of living is a consequence of the
 original endowment they have received from Nature,61 and there-
 fore not intrinsically evil. But when men first pursued this natural
 desire they did not possess very much reason, since, according to
 Rousseau, their knowledge and reasoning power are co-extensive
 with their experience. They know enough to invent tools and the
 division of labor, but they did not know that, unless care were
 taken, they would upset the natural balance and thus deprive
 themselves of freedom. Swayed by their desires, and hence under
 the impulse of the laws of Nature, men gradually fell prey to
 necessity. Indeed their departure from the original society is viewed
 by Rousseau as the result of natural inclinations, and therefore the
 result of necessity. Men did not deliberately forsake their freedom,

 59 Oeuvres complettes, I, 133.

 60 Ibid, pp. 134 f. Rousseau subscribes to the labor theory of value and be-
 lieves that the division of labor makes unjust and excessive profit possible.

 61 The original endowment may be summarized as: perfectibility, which is
 pursued through the exercise of the amour de soi, after the latter has been
 transformed from instinct into a rational principle; the natural presuppositions
 of perfectibility are the passions, reason and experience.
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 but, as their actions deprived them of freedom, Rousseau argues
 that they were driven by necessity.62

 The gradually developing inequality of conditions is intensified
 by competition and rivalry, which destroyed the remnants of
 neighborly affections. This is the outcome of the actual differences
 produced by the division of labor and the consequent inequality in
 power and wealth, as well as the effect of the love of self men
 possess.

 The passions, the desire for more and more pleasure, are the
 root-causes since they are to blame for the actual inequalities and
 since there is no sufficiently well-developed reason to counterbal-
 ance their effect. Inequality was real, an inequality in condition
 and behavior. It appears, therefore, that at this early stage of
 human civilization men did not possess enough comprehension to
 separate appearance and essence. Men are presumed to know and
 perceive according to the doctrine of sensationalism.63 The im-
 pressions they receive from their fellows no longer permit all to
 judge each other as alike. This results, on the one hand, in the
 withdrawal of consideration for those who are considered inferior,
 and on the other in the striving for recognition on the part of those
 whose claim to humanity is thus denied. Moreover, with inequality
 a permanent feature externals became the criteria for equality
 among the developing unequal strata.64 At the same time the
 striving of the inferiors towards equality was vitiated by the sub-
 stitution of externals as goals. Further, implicit in the very act of
 striving after equality is the surpassing of others, considering them
 less in themselves; or the act of striving is evidence of the lack of
 mutual respect, and therefore cannot lead to the recovery of
 morality.

 Thus the amour de soi is turned into amour propre and hypoc-
 risy becomes the rule of society, because respect is granted no longer

 62 In effect, Rousseau operates with an either/or proposition: either men
 act in freedom and deliberately, or they are subject to necessity. Since he holds
 it inconceivable that anyone would willingly forego the state of moral freedom,
 it follows that they were driven by necessity. Thus the absence of knowledge
 makes freedom impossible. Inversely, the safeguarding of freedom rests upon
 adequate information and insight.

 63 See above p. 104.
 64 Oeuvres complettes, I, 136: "VoilR toutes les qualites naturelles mises

 en action, le range et le sort de chacque homme etablis."
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 to man as man, but to man as the possessor of certain qualities, in
 consequence of which those who do not possess the qualities which
 command respect pretend to their possession.

 The loss of morality is owed to the internal disequilibration ef-
 fected by the gratification of the passions as well as to the external
 result of the pursuit of the passions, inequality. The latter, as we
 noted above, causes unequal impressions of human beings to im-
 pinge on each. While man's reasoning power as yet is not fully
 developed, the notion of the equality of men rests upon their actual
 equality, and, therefore, the division of labor, the development of
 property not only put an end to real equality but also to the pos-
 sibility of morality, since men are no longer able to conceive of
 each other as equals.

 Social distinctions, competition, and rivalry lead to the war of
 all against all, where the powerful prey upon the weak, the rich
 upon the poor, and the poor, whenever possible, rob the rich. Men
 are no longer able to retrace their steps; no longer is it within their
 power to right the balance they have upset. To Rousseau the de-
 velopment of civilization is at bottom the result of the interplay of
 physical forces, which behave according to the laws of mechanics.
 Once man has lost his internal equilibrium, once he has become
 disharmonious, he continues to become more and more disequili-
 brated, to develop in a non-harmonious fashion.65

 Thus the institution of the state, while ending the Hobbesian
 anarchy, simply shows the permanence of inequality. The state is
 the result of a compact, but this compact is not the "social con-
 tract" of which Rousseau speaks in his Social Contract and which
 supposedly is the sole means of man's salvation. It is true that
 many agreed to the institution of the state, because they hoped to
 regain their liberty,66 but, in fact, they agreed to submit to an in-
 strument of oppression, intended to preserve the wealth of the rich
 and to prevent the poor from appropriating property by force.67
 Because the state represents the codification of inequality it makes
 morality impossible. Therefore the progress of the arts and the

 65 The more disharmonious man becomes the less good he is, since harmony
 and goodness are equated.

 66 But they lack knowledge, and even relatively good governments deter-
 iorate.

 67The similarity between Marx's arguments and Rousseau's is at times
 very pronounced.
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 sciences which accompanies the development of civilization is not
 an indication of progress towards moral betterment. Here the
 teachings of the second discourse complement the contentions of
 the first.

 With the first two discourses Rousseau has established the causes
 for the shortcomings of humanity, but therewith also the remedies.
 He is thus in a position to indicate what should be done. He can
 draw his prescriptions from the argument he has laid down in the
 first two discourses. Man has been shown to be good by nature in
 the sense that at his birth he is wholly good.68 The newborn child
 has no taint of corruption; its mind is a tabula rasa, its passions
 are potential, and what is made of these depends upon environ-
 ment and thus upon education. The history of humanity, as ex-
 plained in the second discourse, clearly shows where and how men
 went astray. It also shows that man is intended to be perfect, and
 that he will be perfect when he knows how to preserve his inner
 harmony and balance. Nature has pointed the way; under Na-
 ture's tutelage men first became human and were moral, equal and
 good.

 What must guide the individual to perfection is explained in
 Emile; what is to be done for society at large is laid down in the
 Social Contract.

 * * *

 It is now convenient to consider certain misconceptions, men-
 tioned earlier, which have arisen with respect to Rousseau's inten-
 tions. Specifically, these include the view that Rousseau was an
 extreme individualist, or that he was a collectivist and that the
 earlier works are inconsistent with the later.
 The contention that Rousseau is an extreme individualist is

 based primarily upon the first two discourses, both of which are
 understood as indictments of society, and upon Rousseau's denial
 of the natural sociability of man. Rousseau does indict society, but
 he does not condemn it altogether. He denies, of course, that prog-
 ress alone will result in the perfection of man, for progress is under
 the law of Nature and is a form of necessity. It is, then, a slavery
 which of itself cannot lead to freedom. As we noted above, Rous-

 68 This is implicit in the argument of the discourse, and Rousseau declares
 that the principle of man's natural goodness is the foundation of all his writings.
 Oeuvres complettes, XXII, 2, Lettre a M. de Beaumont, 68 f.
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 seau does not insist that civilization be abolished, since he maintains
 that technological advance and morality are compatible. Nor does
 he indict knowledge as such in his early works, as Cassirer seems to
 imply.69 On the contrary, without knowledge, without the progress
 of the arts and sciences the restoration of morality would be an un-
 thinkable task.

 Rousseau specifically denies the natural sociability of man in
 the second discourse70 and admits it in Emile.71 On the face of it

 this is an outright contradiction which, however, is capable of res-
 olution if we take into account that Rousseau does not use the term

 Nature unequivocally. On the one hand Nature means corporeal
 nature, the physical universe determined in all its operations; on
 the other it means the total providential order, and hence includes
 the moral order.72 Providence has intended man tol be perfect, to
 be moral, and Rousseau maintains he can be moral. This requires
 that, if he exist in society, he freely acknowledge his obligation to
 treat his fellows as his equals. In this sense, then, man is by nature
 sociable.

 However, Rousseau objects to the sociability of men which is
 founded on the laws of Nature, understood as the inexorable order
 of the physical universe. In this case sociability would be part of
 the determined order of things, on a par with the law of gravita-
 tion. Were this the case men would be sociable by necessity, and
 if sociability be the source of affection, virtue, etc., man would
 always be in a state of heteronomy and never enabled to be moral,
 as Rousseau understands the term. Virtue and human perfection
 would be based upon the laws of Nature, not on the moral will.

 On the other hand Rousseau admits that man's perfection is
 intended by providence. Since human nature finds its fulfillment
 in the moral order, and since the community is the precondition of
 this perfection, sociability ultimately is preordained. It is in the
 nature of man to be sociable, and his sociability is part of the over-
 all design.

 The opposition to the natural sociability of mankind, which is
 emphasized in the second Discourse, is based on Rousseau's fear

 69 E. Cassirer, The Question Jean-Jacques Rousseau, pp. 56 f.
 70 Oeuvres complettes, I, 81.
 71 Oeuvres complettes, VIII, Emile, Livre IV, "Profession de Foi du Vic-

 aire Savoyard," 354.
 72 Nature means then also human nature.
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 that, were he to accept the term in the sense in which it was
 understood by many of his contemporaries, his own message would
 be lost. The charge of extreme individualism levelled against Rous-
 seau on the basis of the second discourse is thus grounded in a mis-
 apprehension of his position.

 The allegations of collectivism and totalitarianism equally rest
 upon a misapprehension which derives from considering the Social
 Contract out of context.

 Without a doubt, perusal of the Social Contract informs the
 reader that Rousseau teaches the absolute submission of individuals

 to the general will, whence it can be inferred that Rousseau as-
 signs absolute authority to the general will and simply obliterates
 the freedom of the individual. On the other hand Rousseau claims
 that the result of the social contract is the achievement of freedom.73

 The question, then, is in what way, if any, did Rousseau conceive
 of the compatibility of the unlimited authority of the general will
 with the existence of freedom.

 For Rousseau freedom is primarily moral freedom. Men are
 free if they, out of their own will, impose upon themselves a uni-
 versal law which gives effect to a transcendent good. Men found
 themselves in this condition as they were impelled into the com-
 munity, only to lose it under the continued urging of the forces
 of Nature.

 The development of reason which is furthered by the desires
 and passions of men, seen from Rousseau's point of view, does not
 automatically bring with itself the betterment of humanity; on the
 contrary, the progress of the arts and sciences in itself is but con-
 tinued and increasing evidence of the steadily growing alienation
 of man from his proper mode of existence. However, as Derathe
 has convincingly demonstrated, Rousseau holds reason to be the
 indispensable prerequisite of morality.74 But it must be reason
 fully developed. Thus, while the unfolding of civilization is both
 proof and accomplishment of alienation, it contains also within
 itself the potentiality for overcoming alienation.

 As we have indicated, men left their original happy community,
 not by deliberate intent, but because they were unaware of the

 73 Du Contract Social ou Principes du Droit Politique, Oeuvres Diverses
 de M. Rousseau de Geneve (Neuchatel, 1764), VI, 28.

 74 R. Derathe, Le Rationalisme de J.-J. Rousseau, passim.
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 consequence of their actions. They did not know enough about
 Nature, about the laws of Nature, their own relationship to Nature,
 and their own characteristics to foresee the results of their actions.

 As knowledge progresses men come to know these things more fully,
 so that a point might be reached where all the essential information
 is available. The philosophes believed that all the secrets of the
 world were about to be known and all mysteries unveiled. This
 conviction derived in part from their estimate of Newton, who, so
 they believed, had lain down for all time the basic principles govern-
 ing Nature, and thus it was but a question of time until all the laws
 of Nature were known. Then it would be possible so to arrange
 matters that disharmony and disproportion would no longer pre-
 vail in human existence.

 The very fact that Rousseau wrote the Social Contract indicates
 that he is of the opinion that the time of salvation is at hand. Man
 can once again become morally good and his freedom can be re-
 stored. If, as he believes, the lack of internal and external harmony
 is the secret of man's slavery, the restoration of freedom but re-
 quires the restoration of balance and equilibrium. Rousseau holds
 that we know enough about Nature, about man's relationship to
 Nature, to effect a return to Nature.75 This is not a return to
 primitivism, as has often been claimed. The fact of civilization,
 the progress achieved over the centuries, cannot be denied and
 must be taken into account. The division of labor cannot be abol-

 ished nor the interdependence which is its result. The original
 equality of man was owed to their simultaneous emergence out of
 their subhuman state. Nor was there, at the beginning of society,
 the problem of the inequality of property, since none had more
 than necessary to the satisfaction of his wants. But after man has
 passed through the subsequent stages of civilization the equality of
 all must be guaranteed by communal institutions endowed with
 compulsory powers. These are necessary since the division of labor

 75 Back to Nature means, first, the return to natural relationships, that is,
 the restoration of harmony within man as well as in his relationships to Nature
 at large; secondly, the return to man's true nature, and thereby the re-institution
 of moral freedom. The two foregoing meanings imply, thirdly, that the total
 order of Nature, that is, providence, is normative as far as all perfection is
 concerned. In respect to a free being the norm cannot be given in determina-
 tion, but must take the form of an ought. The moral imperative, however,
 and its fulfillment belong to man's nature.
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 brings with itself inferiority and superiority relationships which en-
 danger essential equality, the primary requirement of morality.

 The social contract restores equality through each surrendering
 to all and through the cession of all possessions to the community
 and their return to the individuals. The social contract, further, is
 a self-imposed law which has universal applicability, since all par-
 ticipate in it.76 The intention to live under law which is universal
 and self-imposed is the general will. Through the social contract
 men are brought to their destined perfection and freed from the
 yoke of necessity. Thus the state changes from an instrument of
 oppression to the means of salvation.

 All power resides within the general will, and on this score
 Rousseau has been accused of failing to make any provisions for the
 protection of the individual against the community. Furthermore,
 his contention that the individual may be forced to be free has
 been held against him as an example of his disregard of individual
 rights.

 Indeed no safeguard has been provided against the actions of
 the general will, but Rousseau would be astonished if any were re-
 quired. He maintains that the general will can never be in the
 wrong, and sovereignty cannot, therefore, be abused. In other
 words, Rousseau is of the opinion that if there be a general will
 that will is always and constantly a moral will. As we have seen
 before, the existence of the moral will is predicated upon the main-
 tenance of balance and equilibrium between the various natural
 forces within man as well as between man and his environs. Or,
 the state of morality is an excellent state, characterized by its
 uniqueness. It requires the presence of a variety of factors which
 must be related to each other in a specific and harmonic form.77
 Thus there is only one case under which the general will is possible.
 If and when a general will exists, it wills always and constantly
 what is right and never what is wrong. Where morality, equality,
 affection, and consideration obtain, the community will be under

 76 It would appear that Rousseau insists that the true universality of the
 ethical universal becomes manifest concretely only in the community. In con-
 sequence he substitutes the collective universal, which indeed transcends the
 individual, for the universality of the idea of law. A mistake which, within the
 essential context of Rousseau's argument, is rectified by Kantian ethics.

 77 For Rousseau there is only one form of freedom, though many modes of
 slavery, as e.g. there is but one health, but many diseases.
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 the governance of the general will, and all possibility of abuse is
 excluded. Were it not for Rousseau's assumption that all of our
 volitions save that which is directed towards the idea of humanity
 are completely under the control of necessity, safeguarding the free-
 dom of each might be in order. The realm of the general will is
 a realm of justice and perfection, and it seems inconceivable to
 Rousseau that men would deliberately leave it anew, now that they
 know the fruits of freedom and can compare it with the degradation
 of slavery. Moreover, they know now the causes of their former
 unhappiness; they know the law of Nature and what must be done
 to retain freedom once it is achieved.

 The first time men left the realm of justice, and lost their
 capacity to be moral, ignorance, and not ill will, was the cause.
 A second descent into slavery seems unlikly to Rousseau because
 the progress of knowledge and the development of reason have re-
 moved ignorance.78 Rousseau's line of argument implies that he
 expects men to do everything necessary to remain in the state of
 freedom. To this end the community must be provided with the
 requisite means, with absolute power, which will not and cannot
 degenerate into tyranny as long as the members of the community
 are morally good.

 The moral goodness of the members depends upon their sub-
 mission to a self-imposed law, upon their considering each member
 as equal to any other member. This submission to law and cher-
 ishing of equality are enforced by the general will, which itself is
 the intention of living under law and respecting equality. Since
 the disequilibration of the natural forces within man can be con-
 trolled, Rousseau appears to be of the opinion that few, if any, will
 be impelled to leave the community once they have become habit-
 uated to its ways.79

 Thus there is hardly a need to safeguard the rights of the in-
 dividual, since the individual will prefer to remain in a state of
 morality, the more since he has become accustomed to it. Further,
 how can the individual have rights against the community, since
 all his rights derive from it? Thanks to his membership in the
 community, he is a new being, a dimension of existence has been

 78 The Platonic influence is here to be perceived. For the significance of
 Plato for Rousseau see C. W. Hendel, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, passim.

 79 This is evident from the importance he attaches to the climate of opinion,
 the fourth and unwritten law he discusses in the Social Contract.
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 added which he did not possess before; man is truly reformed once
 he becomes a member of the community. Not only has man be-
 come different but this act of transformation is achieved by divest-
 ing himself of all his rights in favor of the community. True, the
 rights are returned to the individual by the community. However,
 they are the rights of the individual now, not because they are
 natural rights but because they are granted to the individual. Hence
 the community is the source of all right, and none have a claim
 against it. The very fact that the community functions, which im-
 plies the granting of rights, implies also that there is no need to
 safeguard rights.

 Moreover, in the case the individual wanted to assert himself
 against the general will he really desires to follow his particular will.
 But this means that the individual would prefer slavery, the dom-
 ination of natural necessity, to freedom. This is not permissible, as
 can be seen from Rousseau's contention that men should be forced

 to be free. The individual who wants to follow his particular will
 is first out of balance himself. Otherwise the desire would not

 arise, and therefore he is not in a state of freedom. He is not in
 the condition to know what he "really" wants, and must be in-
 structed, made to act in conformity with the general will.

 The same argument applies to the person who is outside the
 social compact. He is as yet unreformed; he is still a slave and can-
 not appreciate the blessings of freedom and the moral state. But
 his blindness should not prevent him from enjoying the boon of
 morality, and he should be made to share in perfection. Once he
 has become a member of the community he will perceive the
 blessings which before were hidden.

 Now, if Rousseau's interpretation of Nature and his conception
 of man were valid, both his arguments dealing with the unrestrain-
 ed power of the general will as well as the propriety to force a man
 to become free against his inclination would be correct. In other

 words, Rousseau believes that there is but one form of freedom,
 which is obtained through the internal equilibrium of inclinations
 and which is predicated upon the equality of all. A communal life
 which is not a life of equals, better of those who are considered
 equal, must bring with itself disequilibrization and be immoral.
 Since the general will, if it be general and not the will of all, can-
 not be immoral there is no danger of abuse or of loss of freedom.
 The general will, on the contrary, is the guarantor of freedom.
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 The characteristic of totalitarianism is that the community is
 conceived as an end of higher dignity than the individual, and
 Rousseau would not subscribe to this doctrine. To Rousseau the

 community is still the means and the individual the end, and under-
 stood within his context Rousseau is libertarian and not author-
 itarian.

 *- -X- *

 A closer analysis of the second discourse reveals Rousseau's in-
 ternal consistency. The principal themes there treated recur with-
 out significant modification in his later works, and Rousseau's esti-
 mate of the coherence of his work appears justified.

 The second discourse fulfills two functions in the whole of

 Rousseau's thought. Together with the first discourse it forms an
 analytic-synthetic proof which entitles Rousseau to hold his main
 contentions to be valid. Since the second discourse, the synthetic
 part of the proof, is much more detailed and more carefully worked
 out, it contains in effect both explicitly and implicitly the principles
 of Rousseau's philosophy. Thus the second discourse simultaneously
 proves and expounds Rousseau's teachings concerning Nature, man
 and society.

 An investigation of the second discourse shows that it con-
 tains in nuce the chief ideas of his political philosophy.80 The Dis-
 course on the Origin of Inequality is, therefore, of signal importance
 in assessing Rousseau's doctrine, since the philosophy there set forth
 is presupposed in all his subsequent publications.

 80 The relationship of the second discourse to Emile or to La Nouvelle
 Hetoise has not been discussed here because they will be considered elsewhere
 in dealing with Rousseau's ethics. Here it suffices to note that Rousseau's
 theories of education as well as his conception of passion and sentiment are
 implied in the doctrines of the second discourse.
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